
Discover the Mystical Charm of Beijing with
Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel Guide

Beijing, the heart of China, is a city steeped in history, culture, and vibrant energy.
From ancient wonders like the Great Wall of China to modern architectural
marvels like the iconic Bird's Nest stadium, Beijing offers an experience like no
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other. To truly embrace everything this mesmerizing city has to offer, look no
further than the Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel Guide.

Unearth the Secrets of Beijing

Lonely Planet has been the go-to travel companion for globetrotters around the
world, and the Pocket Beijing Travel Guide is no exception. This comprehensive
guide is packed with insider tips, detailed maps, and essential information to
ensure that you make the most of your time in Beijing.
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With Lonely Planet's expert recommendations, you'll discover hidden gems and
off-the-beaten-path destinations that most tourists miss. Whether you are a
history enthusiast, a food lover, or an adventure seeker, this guide has something
for everyone.

Immerse Yourself in Beijing's Cultural Heritage

Beijing is a city that breathes culture in every corner. From exploring the
magnificent Forbidden City to witnessing the solemn beauty of the Temple of
Heaven, Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel Guide will take you on a cultural
journey like no other.
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Discover the Hutongs, narrow alleyways lined with traditional courtyard
residences, where you can immerse yourself in the daily lives of locals. Indulge in
Beijing's famous Peking Duck or savor mouthwatering street food at the vibrant
night markets. With Lonely Planet's recommendations, you can experience the
true essence of Beijing.

Experience Both Tradition and Modernity

As you navigate through the bustling streets of Beijing, you'll witness the
seamless fusion of ancient traditions and modern innovations. From the
monumental Tiananmen Square to the futuristic Central Business District, Beijing
offers a captivating blend of tradition and modernity.

The Pocket Beijing Travel Guide will provide you with insights on the best places
to shop for traditional crafts, explore local markets, and experience traditional
Chinese art forms like Peking Opera and Chinese calligraphy. Additionally, it will
guide you to modern shopping malls, trendy cafes, and contemporary art galleries
where you can witness Beijing's modern face.

Make the Most of Your Visit

With detailed maps and practical tips, Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel Guide
ensures that you can navigate the city with ease. It covers everything from
transportation options and accommodation recommendations to safety advice
and language basics.

Moreover, this guidebook provides detailed itineraries to help you maximize your
time in Beijing. Whether you have a few days or a week to explore, Lonely
Planet's suggested itineraries will ensure that you see the city's highlights and
hidden gems without missing a beat.

Unlock the Mysteries of Beijing Today



Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel Guide is your gateway to experiencing the
wonders of this extraordinary city. Uncovering the mysteries of Beijing has never
been easier with the comprehensive information and insider tips provided in this
guide.

So, what are you waiting for? Grab your Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing Travel
Guide, pack your bags, and embark on an adventure that will leave you
captivated and inspired by the mystical charm of Beijing.
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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher

Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Sample
the city's Peking Duck, wander the ancient alleys known as hutong, and explore
the world's largest palace complex at the Forbidden City -all with your trusted
travel companion. Get to the heart of the best of Beijing and begin your journey
now!

Inside Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing:
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Full-colour maps and images throughout

Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and
interests

Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding
crowds and trouble spots

Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers,
websites, transit tips, prices

Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out,
shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss

Free, convenient pull-out Beijing map (included in print version), plus more
than 15 colour neighbourhood maps

User-friendly layout with helpful icons, and organised by neighbourhood to
help you pick the best spots to spend your time

Covers the Forbidden City & Dongcheng North, the Summer Palace&
Haidian, Beihai Park & Xicheng, South Chaoyang, and the Temple of Heaven
Park & Dongcheng South.

The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Pocket Beijing, a colorful, easy-to-use, and
handy guide that literally fits in your pocket, provides on-the-go assistance for
those seeking only the can't-miss experiences to maximize a quick trip
experience.

Looking for a comprehensive guide that recommends both popular and
offbeat experiences, and extensively covers all of Beijing's neighbourhoods?
Check out our Lonely Planet Beijing guide.



Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet China or
Discover China guide for a comprehensive look at all China has to offer.

Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet.

About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading
travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning
website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community.
Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get off
beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which they find
themselves.

eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)

Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges

Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews

Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience

Seamlessly flip between pages

Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash

Embedded links to recommendations' websites

Zoom-in maps and images

Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing

Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.



The Ultimate Guide on Becoming a Successful
Race Engineer
Are you fascinated by the world of motorsport? Do you dream of working
closely with race cars and making split-second decisions that can turn
the tides of a race? If so,...

An Anthropologist's Story: New Departures in
Anthropology
In the vast field of anthropology, numerous stories have shaped the way
we understand human societies and their cultures. Anthropologists have
played a pivotal role...

Small Acts Of Amazing Courage - Your Key to a
Courageous Life
Have you ever found yourself in a situation where you wished you had a
little more courage to stand up for what you believe in or to overcome a
fear?...

How To Turn Your Passion Into Legit Career
Even Without Prior Blogging
Do you have a passion that you wish could be your full-time career? Are
you tired of working a job that doesn't align with your interests and brings
you no fulfillment? If...
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The Cycling Anthology Volume Three 35: An
Unforgettable Journey into the World of Cycling
Are you ready to embark on an exhilarating adventure into the fascinating
world of cycling? Look no further than The Cycling Anthology Volume
Three 35! This sensational...

Discover the Path to Achieve Your True
Potential and Conquer the World
Have you ever wondered what it takes to become the best version of
yourself? To break free from the shackles of mediocrity and unleash your
true potential? The...

The Strange True Tale Of Frankenstein Creator
Have you ever wondered about the mysterious origins of one of
literature's most iconic monsters? The story behind the creation of
Frankenstein is as strange and...

Slow Dance in Purgatory: A Captivating
Paranormal Love Story
A Haunting Tale of Love and Redemption When it comes to paranormal
love stories, Slow Dance in Purgatory stands in a...
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